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What is Ecological Restoration?
Prior to European settlement, the Lake Michigan coastal zone was one of the most diverse 
ecosystems in Illinois. The subsequent development of the land surrounding the ravines has 
greatly accelerated the pace of the geologic forces which first created them, many times in a 
negative manner. McCormick Ravine, while in need of substantial restoration, is remarkably 
an exception. The remnant natural communities found in McCormick Ravine still host many 
rare species including state threatened and endangered populations. Ecological Restoration is 
the process of bringing an ecosystem back to its natural state, and addressing many of the 
human induced disturbances that have degraded the ravine.

Why restore McCormick Ravine?
Historically, the Highland Park moraine, which McCormick Ravine resides on, was dominated 
by several naturally occurring communities including wetland, forest, savanna, ravine, bluff 
and lakeshore. Lake Forest Open Lands began its partnership with The City of Lake Forest on 
McCormick Ravine in 1975 to study and help manage this dynamic natural treasure. This long 
standing partnership and familiarity with the site has allowed us to confidently decide to take 
advantage of federal funding and participate in the Ft. Sheridan GLFER project. McCormick 
Ravine has been identified as one of the most mature and the highest quality ravine on Lake 
Michigan. The main objectives of the habitat restoration are to improve hydrologic function 
(lessen mass head-cutting, bank slumping), remove failed infrastructure (concrete, clay tile), 
provide dynamic stability and remove invasive species while increasing habitat and biodiversity. 

What is being done at McCormick?
Right now, the ravine is choked with invasive trees, shrubs and herbaceous weeds. These 

Starting in late 2015, The City of Lake Forest and Lake Forest Open Lands 

Association will jointly engage in a $3.6 million restoration of McCormick 

Ravine through the federal Great Lakes Fishery and Ecosystem Restoration 

(GLFER) Project. The United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) will 

contract the work which will be overseen by the City and Lake Forest Open 

Lands. The construction phase of this restoration work will likely begin in winter 

of 2016 and continue through the end of the year. Once the construction portion 

of the project is complete the native species planting and seeding will begin.
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invasives grow aggressively, competing with the 
desirable native plants for light, nutrients and 
space. This competition has long-term negative 
impacts on biodiversity, soil quality, slope 
stability and aesthetics. In addition, these dark 
and overgrown conditions provide inadequate 
shelter and food sources for migratory birds. 

Another issue affecting the ravine is storm water 
and degraded, man-made infrastructure. 
Unfiltered water from surrounding streets and 
neighborhoods currently enters the ravine in large quantities, increasing erosion and slumping 
of the fragile slopes and decreasing water quality. The damage of this storm water is magnified 
by degraded man-made structures. Eventually, this water makes its way into Lake Michigan, 
carrying displaced sediment as well as pollutants such as road salt, chemicals and garbage along 
with it. This also results in a streambed ecosystem that is lacking in available aquatic species 
habitat. 
 

What Will McCormick Ravine Look Like? 
Our goal is to stabilize the ravine and encourage the ravine’s return to an oak dominated 
woodland, rich with sunlight and carpeted with beautiful native sedges, grasses and wildflowers. 
This vision includes improved management of storm water entering the ravine from surrounding 
lands. Information gained from extensive biological surveys, historic research and advice from 
regional restoration experts has also helped us determine what the end results will look like. 

The project includes the removal of failed 
concrete and clay pipe structures that litter the 
ravine bed and mouth at Lake Michigan. The 
ravines will be stabilized with stone step pools 
while restoring connectivity to Lake Michigan. 
The stone riffles, step pools and cascades that 
will be used in the stream restoration will 
increase species richness and abundance of 
macroinvertebrates, fishes and herptofauna in 
a self-sustaining low maintenance manner. 
The project also includes plant community 
habitat restoration in the lakeshore, bluff, 

ravine and woodland areas – which will be planted with the appropriate native seeds, plants, 
shrubs and trees specific to each habitat type.



For more information on the mcCormick ravine restoration project:

Visit Lake Forest Open Lands at www.LFOLA.org

 or Ft. Sheridan GLFER Project at 

www.lrc.usace.army.mil/Missions/CivilWorksProjects/FortSheridan,IL.aspx

contact information:

Lake Forest Open Lands

John Sentell, President

jsentell@LFOLA.org

Ryan London, Project Manager

rlondon@LFOLA.org

the city of lake forest

Chuck Myers, 

Superintendent 

Cemetery, Parks & Foresty

myersc@cityoflakeforest.com

What Kind of Work Can Be Expected?
Temporary Fencing: For safety, there may be fencing of a section of the ravine’s upland edge 
with temporary construction fencing. When the project is completed, this fencing will be 
removed.
Concrete, Pipe, and Debris Removal: The ravine has failing concrete walls and various clay 
drainage pipe that will be removed and crushed. A lot of garbage and construction debris has 
been dumped in the ravine over the years. We will be hauling this material out for recycling or 
disposal.
Invasive Species Removal: We plan to remove the invasive plants that are currently growing in 
and around the ravine, including trees and 
shrubs such as all dead ash, elm, Norway maple 
and buckthorn. While this process can be visually 
dramatic, it is a critically important step in the 
restoration process. Removing aggressive 
invasive species increases the amount of sunlight 
that penetrates into the ravine; more sunlight 
means improved growth of native trees and 
reestablishment of native sedges and wildflowers 
that help protect the ravine slopes from erosion. 
The removed material may be disposed of by 
burning it in piles (per city permit regulations) or hauling it off site. Certain woody and 
herbaceous species will be treated with herbicide or prescribed burning to prevent regrowth.
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